
Monday | Improv with Joy Lenters
Grades 6 - 8
3:30 - 5:00 PM
8 Weeks: 9/25 - 11/13
Max Students: 15; Min. Students: 5
Cost: $360

Acting in the box….outside of the box!!  Improv scenes 
and games will open up your acting genius.  

Monday | Fitness with Frank Pollifrone
Grades 1 - 8
3:30 - 5:00 PM
7 weeks: 9/25 - 11/13
(No Class 11/6)
Max Students: 15; Min. Students: 5
Program Cost: $315

A great beginner class, making it appropriate fun for 
Grades 1 thru 8. Students will be challenged accordingly 
along with Teamwork, confidence and endurance-based 
activities to help encourage an active lifestyle.  
LET’S MOVE!!!

Tuesday | Coding with Happy Coding Club
Grades 1 - 5
3:30 - 4:45 PM
8 weeks: 9/26 - 11/14
Program Cost: $300

Happy Coders Journey Into computer science with this 
STEAM class featuring activities in Visual Programming 
Languages like Kodable, Scratch Jr. and Scratch. As 
your child makes simple games, stories, and animations 
introduce age appropriate CS Concepts such as 
Sequencing, Iteration, Conditional Statements and 
Variables.

Tuesday | Sewing with Adam Ellyson
Grades 2-8
3:30 - 5:00 PM
8 weeks: 9/26 - 11/14
Max Students: 15; Min. Students 5
Program Cost: $380
(Program Cost Includes $20 Material Fee

Learn the art of manipulating fabric into whimsical 
creations! From hand sewing, appliqué to using the 
sewing machine to build with fabric. Experience all the 
steps necessary to create bags, portrait pillows and soft 
sculpture. This course is designed for both the beginner 
and more experienced sewing student in mind.
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Our After School Program is available to children in Grade 1 - Grade 8.  We offer staff-based curriculum and sports-based 
activities covering a wide variety of subjects by both Mead faculty and outside vendors.  Programs run throughout the year 
and change seasonally.
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Program Leaders
Joy Lenters has been at Mead for 31 years.  Prior to her teaching responsibilities as the Language Arts/Social Studies 
teacher for Grades 7 & 8, Joy headed Mead’s Drama Department for 21 years where she created the Improvisation 
Program she now teaches for our after school program.  A professional actor herself, Joy has taught improvisation skills 
and acting technique at Neighborhood Playhouse, one of the top acting institutions in NYC, and crafted her improv 
program upon Sandy Meisner’s acting techniques.  The key to improv, in Joy’s mind, is to work with what you have 
available to you on stage - you don’t have to be funny, witty or quick - just bring yourself!

Frank Pollifrone is the Physical Development Curriculum Director and Team Sports Coach at Mead. Prior to coming on 
board, Frank served as Manager for 10 years at Great Play, in Stamford, CT, where he was responsible for working with 
a broad range of students, beginning at 6 months old and extending up through Middle School. He believes in meeting 
kids where they are, and helping them get the most out of their natural talents. Frank has significant experience not only 
with introducing age-appropriate skills to young people, but also as a coach, enabling his students’ participation in a 
wide range of activities and sports. He has also served as a coach for AAU, Middle & High School basketball programs. 
An out-of-the-box thinker, Frank appreciates collaboration, appropriate competition, and creativity. Frank holds a BS 
degree from Southern Connecticut State University in Recreation and Leisure Studies.

Adam Ellyson has been teaching Art at The Mead School in Stamford, Connecticut for the last 11 years. He received 
his M.F.A. from San Jose State University, California in 2004 where he specialized in blending ceramics and textiles 
into large-scale installations. He has been teaching art to young people for over 20 years and loves what he does. “I 
have always been a curious learner, someone who likes to fiddle with materials and push possibilities.” Ellyson conveys 
enthusiasm and knowledge for art to his students by encouraging them to act on their ideas and follow their curiosities.


